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EDITOR’S PICK:
RISING STARS
Christine Macel has been lauded for the fact that the
majority of the 120 artists she is showing in her goliath
of a main show are relatively unknown on the wider
international stage. Here, Canvas highlights some of the
names to watch out for. Tim Cornwell interviews Liu
Ye and Hassan Khan, Judith Souriau chats with Nevin
Aladağ and James Parry finds much to admire in the
works of Firenze Lai and Taus Makhacheva.
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Birth date: 1975
Nationality: British-Egyptian
Pavilion: Main show

Photography by Ali Ghandtschi

Leaving the last of the national pavilions at the Arsenale
on that frantic first day, I had just missed the ferry for the
Giardini and was aiming for the walking route back when I
found myself on a winding path through a small walled
garden with grass mounds on either side. There, I heard a
haunting and complex piece of symphonic music, rising from
small black speakers on low poles arranged on the grass. It
changed as a wanderer walked through; discordant yet in
harmony, catching the visitor unaware, modest in its volume
and physical appearance. I turned back and off the path to
walk through again, in order to catch the snippets of voices
and sound.
Hassan Khan’s Composition for a Public Park (2013-2017) is
a multichannel installation of music composition and spoken
libretto, designed for public parks and gardens that are open
and free and where the libretto is recorded in the language (or
languages) of the country or city in which the work is installed.
It comprises different movements – Stasis and Majesty, The
Revolving Jewel, and No Political Romanticism – that are
designated to specific spaces. In an interview, Khan (b. 1975)
124

said they are designed so a “visitor can recognise something
in what they hear but never feel like they own it completely,”
and that is exactly what his work has achieved. “The three
movements explore shared emotional landscapes, the strange
place where the intimate and the public touch each other,” he
says. “Each movement carries a voice with it that is ambiguous
and vague enough to be recognisable by a large amount of
people yet at the same time particular and specific enough to
also be alien and not easily assimilable by the visitor.”
The piece clearly worked its magic, for the judges of the
prestigious Silver Lion award for the most promising young
artist of this year’s Biennale chose to confer it on Khan. On a
sensory level, his work reads like a delicate mixed hors d’oeuvre
of music: a plate scattered with spots of dark balsamic vinegar,
green pesto, pomegranate seeds. He weaves in snatches of text
and the music and instruments of West and East, flavours to be
tasted individually, and together. The first movement includes a
brass ensemble, mizmars and piano; the second a small classical
Arab music ensemble and electronics; and the third contrabass,
string quartet and clapping.
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Hassan Khan. Composition for a Public Park. 2013 - 2017. Sound installation.
57th International Art Exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia Viva Arte Viva.
Image courtesy of the artist, Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris and La Biennale di Venezia.
Photography by Sebastiano Pellion di Persano. © Hassan Khan

“I imagine two gardens or parks,” Khan tells me, “The visible
one the visitor walks through, as well as an invisible garden that
hovers slightly above the physical one and that is produced by
the content of the piece. As the visitors walk through the park or
the garden, they are also walking through the composition itself.”
His short, beautifully constructed texts begin when the first
movement opens, assuming the voice of a stooped, thin old
man, “who strives for the euphoria that our urban life promises
but falls short”. “If you are an angry person, well, I will show you
how that anger only breaks things and nothing else,” is one line
in No Political Romanticism, which, as Khan notes, speaks through
a collective subjectivity, rather than an individual one, tragically
demonstrating how power forces us to love the things that make
us angry, for anger that is simply contained breaks out in sudden
hatred. “For burning needs do not disappear, they only mutate.”
London-born Hassan Khan is a household name in the
Middle East. He lives and works in Cairo (to where his Egyptian
parents returned when he was five) and his work is held in
different public (and private) collections across the region,
including Mathaf in Doha, Guggenheim Abu Dhabi and the
Sharjah Art Foundation. “Ironically enough, not a single work of
mine has ever been acquired in my own home country, Egypt,
where I have been showing publicly since 1995,” he quips. He
is also very much an international player as a musician, having
performed all over the world, a widely-published writer and an
artist boasting solo exhibitions from New York and São Paulo to
Switzerland and the UK.
“I do not have a studio,” he explains. “I work all the time,
everywhere, and wherever I am in the world. I work while walking
through Korba, my comfortably bourgeois neighborhood in Cairo,

or the hectic popular flea markets of Seoul; I work while lazing
around at home doing nothing, while overhearing fascistic exarmy officers and their wives gossiping at the Heliopolis club, while
slowly dissolving in a hundred and one museums everywhere; I
work while sipping a drink in a cafe, in a bar, in a tavern, in a pub,
in a club, in the backstage of a theatre; I work while riding a tuktuk in Delhi, on the bus in London, on the subway in NYC, on a
train in Sweden, in a limousine in Dubai; I work while sitting at the
public notary waiting for papers to be processed, while buying
a book in a downtown bookstore, while politically disagreeing
with taxi drivers, with accountants, with tea shop boys. I of course
also work while literally, working: with actors, with film crews,
with craftsmen, with musicians, at the printers, in a workshop, in
a factory, at a car mechanic, or maybe just alone on my laptop or
in one of my many notebooks.”
“As a musician I believe in music, and as an artist I believe in
art. For me the category ‘sound art’ does not make any sense,” he
continues. “I believe one can work in any medium that one sees fit
to work in. In a sense, the work always demands its own medium.
I think this kind of art practice will continue into the foreseeable
future. Specificity is important of course, but maybe we can think
of specificity in terms of the work rather than the medium.”
Khan says that for his next major project, he has been
dreaming of a big-budget feature film produced with lookalike
actors channeling a specially chosen pantheon of Egyptian
comedians from the past century of film. The Slapper and
the Cap of Invisibility (2015), which was shown at the Sharjah
Biennale in 2015, is a sort of preparatory step towards this work.”
Multidisciplinary, versatile and critical, we cannot wait to see
what Hassan Khan will come up with next.
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LE BA N O N

THEATER

Yalla Bye (My Three
Weeks in Beirut)’
Theatre Monnot, Ashrafieh

uly 1-3, 9 p.m.

French actor Clea Petrolesi
nd Lebanese actor Raymond Hosny act in this cowritten play, in which they
eek opposite things in life.
Clea sees Beirut as the city of
opportunities, while Raymond feels that Paris is that
place for him. In French,
Arabic subtitles.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Coccinelle’
The Alternative,
VW Showroom, Verdun

Through July 15

Galerie
Chantal Crousel

An exhibition of photos by
ean-Michel Vinay, whose
2012 photobook “Beyrouth
quelques rues plus tôt” was
praised for abjuring Orientalst and Civil War-slanted
cenes in favor of depictions
of Beirut residents as they are.

Where I End and You Begin’
Gallerie Tanit, East Village
Building, Mar Mikhael

Through Aug. 5

01-562-812
Nadim Asfar’s work reflects
focus on the country landcape of Lebanon, in particuar its mountains, which
eflect our past, present, and
uture, essentially documentng the cycle of time.

MUSIC

Enana’
Roman Stadium, Tyre

uly 7, 8:45 p.m.

01-791-140
The renowned Syrian dance
heater troupe Enana will
ake the stage as part of the
Tyre International Festival.

Antar and Abla’
Casino du Liban, Jounieh

uly 8-9

09-859-888
Written and composed by
Antoine Maalouf, this musical
ells the age-old tale of love
between two people who
ndure a tumultuous, passionte relationship in sixth-centuy Arabia. The first opera in
Lebanese Arabic, it boasts an
huge display with 80 actors,
40 musicians, and chorus.

Beiteddine Art Festival’
Beiteddine Palace, Beiteddine

Opens July 8

01-999-666
The festival offers various
orms of artistic entertainment, from concerts to theter performances.

ART

Hrair & Annie Diarbekirian
aade’
Hamazkayin Gallery,
Burj Hammoud

Through July 16

Brother and sister artists
xhibit their bold work
ogether, illustrating that two
s sometimes better than one.

TAND-UP
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Twice as much tarab in Taraban
L E BAN O N

THEATER

Hassan Khan’s solo
performance
‘Yalla brings
Bye (My Three
Beirut Art
Center
Weeks in Beirut)’
show to Rue Sursock

Theatre Monnot, Ashrafieh
July 1-3, 9 p.m.

By Jim Quilty
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Twice as much tara
Hassan Khan’s solo
performance brings
Beirut Art Center
show to Rue Sursock
By Jim Quilty
The Daily Star
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stringed instruments be tuned dif- geous melodies and improvisations
of Manialawy’s music, the first sign
ferently when performing tarab.
“Taraban” has been designed as of Khan’s contribution to the
a conversation. One voice is provid- evening may have been the interjeced by the professionally rendered tion of a wall of synthesized sound
recordings of two of Manialawy’s that effectively separates the two
tunes. The counterpoint to that per- tarab tunes that sandwich it.
formance is comprised of melodic
Khan’s created a more nuanced
patterns, which Khan (with the help sonic canvas than this, though it’s
of professional musicians familiar more obvious when you listen to the
with the tunes) has distilled from the performance a second time.
modes and transitions used in the
“Taraban” happens to have fallen
original songs.
during Ramadan month, a time of
Both voices of this musical dia- year when residents of this town are
logue are streamed into a multi- particularly surrounded by tarab.
tracked structure, and mixed like a The work provided a thoughtful,
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species of feedback. You must listen
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to notice that there’s something else
going on here as well.
In the first half of this 30-odd
minute performance that something
else is discrete. Much easier to hear in
a second listening is the occasional
report of sounds that could not have
been made by these instruments.
Many things make the Arabic classical music tradition – which reverberates throughout many parts of the
non-Arabic speaking Muslim world
– unlike its European counterpart.
It’s not just the languages in

inated by variations on
tabla and frame drum
mented by vocal ensemb
ondary instruments.
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Khan performs his “Taraban” in the garden of the Cochrane Sursock villa.

tude – arising from the speakers just
before oud and violin tentatively
begin their conversation.
Audience members accustomed
to the vagaries of Lebanon’s electricity regime – and the havoc it can
wreak on high-fidelity sound reproduction – might assume this is just a
species of feedback. You must listen
past the strains of the ensemble of
beautifully complementary sounds
to notice that there’s something else
going on here as well.
In the first half of this 30-odd
minute performance that something
else is discrete. Much easier to hear in
a second listening is the occasional
report of sounds that could not have
been made by these instruments.
Many things make the Arabic classical music tradition – which reverberates throughout many parts of the
non-Arabic speaking Muslim world
– unlike its European counterpart.
It’s not just the languages in

which lyrics are likely to be sung.
Tarab’s core instrumentation is also
distinct from that of the European
tradition – the takht ensemble of
oud, nay, qanoun, percussion (dominated by variations on a theme of
tabla and frame drums) complemented by vocal ensembles and secondary instruments.

The performance sees
Khan perform alongside
pre-recorded music
The different instruments reflect
the nature of the music itself. Tarab
evolved differently than European
classical music and consequently
has a distinct temperament and
modalities. The most frequently cited difference is tarab’s use of quartertones, which can vary from piece
to piece. This requires that western

stringed instruments be tuned differently when performing tarab.
“Taraban” has been designed as
a conversation. One voice is provided by the professionally rendered
recordings of two of Manialawy’s
tunes. The counterpoint to that performance is comprised of melodic
patterns, which Khan (with the help
of professional musicians familiar
with the tunes) has distilled from the
modes and transitions used in the
original songs.
Both voices of this musical dialogue are streamed into a multitracked structure, and mixed like a
live performance from which Khan
can improvise. His battery of feedback mixers, filters, processors and
so forth allows the performer to
manipulate his synthesized sounds
in tandem with the recordings of
Manialawy’s compositions.
For some in Wednesday evening’s
audience, carried away by the gor-

geous melodies and improvisations
of Manialawy’s music, the first sign
of Khan’s contribution to the
evening may have been the interjection of a wall of synthesized sound
that effectively separates the two
tarab tunes that sandwich it.
Khan’s created a more nuanced
sonic canvas than this, though it’s
more obvious when you listen to the
performance a second time.
“Taraban” happens to have fallen
during Ramadan month, a time of
year when residents of this town are
particularly surrounded by tarab.
The work provided a thoughtful,
unpredictable, complement to this
sonic landscape. It that might even
rival an evening sitting in front of the
TV, watching seasonal soap operas.
For more information on the BAC’s ongoing program of events, see
http://www.beirutartcenter.org/parallelevents.php?exhibid=600&statusid=3
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Quilty, Jim. «Twice as much tarab in Taraban», The Daily Star Lebanon, July 1, 2016, p.16.
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Les fantômes dansent autour de Hassan Khan

PERFORMANCE
Le musicien égyptien a présenté son morceau « Taraban » dans les jardins du palais Sursock. Il
dépasse, dans son œuvre, le dialogue aporétique entre tradition entêtante et modernité chaotique
en entremêlant instruments classiques et accords électriques.
Mira TFAILY | OLJ
01/07/2016
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Hassan Khan, seul sur scène, est en conversation permanente et exaltée. Il travaille avec des enregistrements d’instruments traditionnels, des voix enregistrées et des accords chaotiques qu’il mixe et délivre
à des foules interdites. Son œuvre Taraban est le fruit de la découverte, alors qu’il est encore adolescent,
d’une chanson égyptienne faite de poèmes, interprétée respectivement à des années d’intervalle par Yassin al-Tuhamy et Youssef el-Manialawy. « Au moment où j’ai entendu Youssef el-Menialawy chanter ce
même poème, j’ai eu un étrange moment de frisson. J’ai senti que je voulais faire quelque chose de ces
langages musicaux mais je n’étais pas encore prêt », confie-t-il. Son désir mature dans les sons et les rues
et donne naissance à Taraban vingt ans plus tard. Le tarab est la condition lors de l’écoute de la musique
ou de l’écho. « Il s’agit d’un état d’attention totale, de sensibilité exacerbée, presque d’intoxication »,
explique-t-il. Son morceau est composé et mixé à partir de sons enregistrés par lui en studio, avec des
musiciens de oud, violon, riqq et qanoun, entre répétitions entêtantes et variations audacieuses. « Il m’arrive de leur faire répéter une même mélodie encore et encore, parce que j’essaye de briser leurs motifs
établis, de faire tomber les ornements inutiles, afin de pouvoir apercevoir la structure brute. Je compose
en utilisant les musiciens eux-mêmes comme instruments. » Le résultat est une catalepsie hypnotisante
qui plonge le public dans un vertige conscient et délicat.
Dépendance toxique
Hassan Khan a présenté son morceau, qu’il joue depuis deux ans, dans les jardins de la villa Sursock, lors
d’une soirée organisée par le Beirut Art Center. Dans cette nuit d’été éclairée par le halo des bougies et
les flammes tremblantes de la lune, les cordes des ouds vibrent, les voix des poètes égyptiens résonnent
et Hassan Khan plaque des séquences angoissantes de bruits sourds. À cet instant, le public est dans une
dépendance totale, incapable de deviner quels sons toxiques ou envoûtants vont sortir des boîtiers électriques de l’artiste. « Je crois que la musique est précisément ce moment où le chaos devient langage ; ce
point entre la structure organisée et la perte définitive de tout contrôle. »
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L’homme-instrument
Les vibrations des mélodies troubles traversent le musicien qui devient à son tour un médium. « Je ne
crois ni aux traditions ni à la modernité. Pour moi, ce ne sont que de simples constructions, et une partie
de ce que je fais a pour visée de briser cette dichotomie. Les choses sont bien plus flexibles, et j’aime
détacher mon monde de ces polarités. » Hassan Khan est en équilibre virtuose sur un fil fait d’attention
et de conscience. Sur scène, la structure de ses morceaux est composée, mais il reste entièrement libre
d’improviser, tant que le moment n’est pas terminé. Celui qui décrit son œuvre comme une sculpture
sonore exposera « The portrait is an address » en septembre, au Beirut Art Center.
L’ivresse Taraban
Taraban est finalement une invitation à la pleine conscience qui s’abandonne, exacerbée par la volupté
et l’angoisse. Dans les paroles des poèmes incantés, la beauté toxique, l’acte de création et de consommation se mêlent à des questionnements sur la condition humaine. « L’un des poèmes explore plus particulièrement la condition d’attente patiente pour quelque chose d’inatteignable, et le fait de traverser
son existence avec grâce », explique Hassan Khan. Il fait répéter comme un leitmotiv un vers, qui nous
révèle que le tarab dépasse la musique. L’expérience Taraban, c’est simplement la foule disparate réunie
dans les jardins de Sursock, enivrée par les effluves électroniques de oud et de gardénias, qui ferme les
yeux dans un instant d’extase. C’est le musicien, seul sur scène, entouré des fantômes des voix et des
instruments qu’il fait danser. C’est, juste avant de devoir tout ranger, la dernière convulsion sonore et
orgasmique. Puis le silence, et ce qu’il reste des particules de frénésie encore suspendues dans l’air.

«Hello Guggenheim», Bidoun, July, 2016.
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Hello Guggenheim
Fridays through Mondays, May 6 through May 30, 2016
Presented as part of But a Storm Is Blowing from Paradise: Contemporary Art of the Middle East and
North Africa
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Hello Guggenheim is a four-week program of diverse films and videos that are united in their mistrust
of inherited narratives about history and documentation, testimony and voice. By turns fantastical and
irreverent, adversarial and contrived, the assembled works provide an unusual and uniquely compelling
vantage onto the veracity politics of the moving image.
Deploying a wide range of narrative and cinematic techniques, many of the works in Hello Guggenheim
evoke epochal historical events as both tragedy and farce. Parviz Kimiavi’s cult masterpiece O.K. Mister
(1978) reimagines British Oil exploitation in Iran as an absurd pop satire, while Wael Shawky’s Telematch Sadat (2007) and Jumana Manna and Sille Storihle’s The Goodness Regime (2013) use children
to restage the assassination of the Egyptian president and the signing of the Oslo Accords, respectively.
Jayce Salloum and Elia Suleiman’s mass media montage epic Introduction to the End of an Argument
(1990) chronologically reconstructs representations of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict using Hollywood
film, network news, and cartoons.
Hassan Khan’s Bind Ambition (2012) gives the impression of reality in the streets of Cairo, but constantly reminds us of its cinematic mediation by rebuffing ambient sound for studio voice recordings. In Neïl
Beloufa’s Untitled (2010), the artist probes a rumor about a house near Algiers. The set of the film is
comprised of a series of full-scale inkjet prints, photographed and used to wallpaper a life-sized model
of the house. In Mounira Al Solh’s Paris Without a Sea (2007-8) the artist’s voice is superimposed over
those of her interviewees: a group of men who swim daily at the beaches of Beirut.
Hello Guggenheim closes with four screenings of Mohsen Makhmalbaf’s Salam Cinema (1994)—the
program’s namesake—which explores the power dynamics between author and subject by chronicling
auditions held after an open casting call. The director mercilessly taunts, bullies, and manipulates his
would-be actors, pitting friends and relatives against one another (“The one that cries the fastest knows
the most about love”) and evading responsibility for his mind games (“It’s the camera that’s so cruel”).
But subjects often resist; one brutalized teenage girl throws one of his testy questions back at him (“Would
you rather be an artist or a humane person?”).
Similarly, in Cinema Fouad (1994), Mohamed Soueid’s never-before-screened-in-the-United-States cinéma vérité portrait of Khaled El Kurdi, a Syrian trans woman, his subject refuses Soueid’s more goading
questions (“what is your favorite part of your body?”) with artful resistance: “my whole body.” In Azin
Feizabadi’s quasi-autobiographical Cryptomnesia (2014), the memories and experiences of a narrator
and his proxy fall in and out of alignment.
Participating artists: Azin Feizabadi, Hassan Khan, Iman Issa, Jayce Salloum and Elia Suleiman, Jumana
Manna and Sille Storihle, Mohamed Soueid, Mohsen Makhmalbaf, Mounira Al Solh, Neïl Beloufa, Parviz Kimiavi, Rokni Haerizadeh, Wael Shawky
Download Press Release [PDF]
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«»توريب يف »انبرطي« ناخ نسح, Al Akhbar, July, 1, 2016.
http://www.al-akhbar.com/node/259128
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Egypt’s cinematic gems: Blind Ambition
A loaf of Cairo
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Friday, March 25, 2016 - 18:27
By: Andeel

When I hear the expression “blind ambition” I think of a clichéd shot of New
York’s skyscrapers that I’ve seen so many times in Hollywood romcoms.
For this repeatedly memorized shot with a repetitive making process, the camera is on a tripod doing
a 45-degree rotation horizontally or vertically directed at the sky, with an ultra convex lens that overemphasizes the buildings’ curve to make it seem like their tops are miles away, the grey concrete coldly
splitting the sky’s blue to a soundtrack full of optimism. It’s a visual transcription of a fantasy, which
visits us all, of what success looks like. Success is to be hard, tall, shiny, grey, silent and of a complicated
geometric composition. Either projected on us or reflected from inside us, the image touches — if the
conditions are right — a feeling, and we become happy, regardless of how close or far this success and
its eminent skyscrapers are.
Blind Ambition (2012) was the first video work I saw by Hassan Khan. I was starting to develop an
interest in Cairo’s contemporary art scene at the time. Before Blind Ambition I had seen images of
artworks Khan had showed in other places in the world — writings, sculptures, photographs and complex
physical installations — that drew my attention to an extremely dense and genuine visual language. I
was astonished at how embedded it is in details that cannot be called anything other than “Egyptian,”
without any orientalism or exploitation. I admired how Khan spoke this language without falling into
the trap of either bourgeois-artist-fascinated-by-the-poor or self-orientalizing-third-world-artist. So when
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the chance came to watch a 45-minute film he had shot entirely on two Samsung phones in Cairo, I was
excited to see it.
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The truth is that I met the film with an open mind and no sinister intentions. Having previously sometimes
failed to understand things or felt unwelcome looking at contemporary art in Cairene art spaces, I was
prepared to watch what I might not understand or like. But this experience was different.
I don’t want to give too much away, but you realize immediately that Blind Ambition deliberately put
itself in the predicament of relying on very limited yet flexible technology and resources. The mobile
phone, as a device made for basic personal use, contains a camera that produces a dramatic image that
has certain limitations that mean it can never compete with a camera made for cinematic production. It’s
also a device that can exist anywhere and move smoothly in convoluted contexts, like Ramses Square at
rush hour or a busy shopping mall or public transport. What can its camera do when it conspires with a
cast of actors planted in such contexts pretending to be normal?

From the first frame, Blind Ambition plays a game with you that depends heavily on contrasts, as reflected
through many of its components.
It pretends that it’s about to give you a traditional, captivating dramatic plot and shows you seeds of a
conflict worthy of your attention. Conflicts occur between groups of characters and stories that have
nothing in common other than a psychological ground we’ll talk about later, but everything looks like
it’s shot on a phone just like yours — a medium-quality cinematography associated in your subconscious
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with events unworthy of the cinematic glorification or sophisticated artistic treatment you’re watching
now. It’s confusing.
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The camera alternately swings closer to and further away from the characters and events, convinces
you for a second that it’s extremely interested in what’s going on, then drifts away and loses interest
and the dialogue fades with it. Then it jumps back into the center of things, full of enthusiasm, with no
obvious explanation other than an enigmatic mood swing that fits — despite its ambiguity — with all the
vicissitudes surrounding the situation.

The actors argue. The dialogue is rich in detail and references that make it sound real. The characters are
cleverly designed and the differences between them are loud and clear. The conversation is steered firmly.
But the speech was recorded separately in a studio then added to the video, in a way that insists that what
you see and what you hear don’t perfectly sync. The total absence of surrounding noise in scenes shot in a
city that never stops producing it makes the film feel like an uncomfortable dream during a nap on public
transport or in a room full of talkers.
The people get heavily involved in their conversation and their feelings swing around the center of it,
from explosive passion (as if winning in this moment is of utmost importance) to sudden loss of interest
in which they drift to a point far away from the moment they are in.
The movie splinters sometimes violently and other times softly into nine main moments or scenes. In
each, there is a dynamic between two or more human beings. If we try to find a common pattern between
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these nine moments — other than the absurdity of them all being completely normal, like transparent
documentation of standard moments your ears overhear every day in Cairo — we find a recurrent conflict
over some sort of domination. In each scene, parties fight to triumph over each other using physical
strength, emotional blackmail, deception or stalling and exhaustion. Blind Ambition doesn’t judge these
attempts, nor try to make you empathize with any party. It actually feeds your confusion by shuffling its
presentation of the characters between glorification and contempt.
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The camera orbits the events the same way the people orbit each other in their tiring, looping conversations.
Each moment of tension ends with nothing, just like the cycle of biological functions, as if people’s
verbal wrestling is nothing more than human consumption of stress and slow death. The movie seems to
have a strong opinion about each event and its surroundings, more than it cares about judging humans.
Here lies the importance of the city in the story.
Just as the camera moves closer and further from the actors’ faces and bodies, it also shifts its relationship
with them or the way it perceives them as beings and organisms. Sometimes an actor appears as a universal
embodiment of the one and only, the protagonist and the hero, other times he or she seems like one of
many blind insects multiplying and running around the corners and cracks of their weird colony. The
movie feels the surface of this colony/city, sees how people impose themsleves on it and how it imposes
itself on people. The lens smells the metal of the vehicles, meandering, then jumps to a 40-year-old man’s
face blowing out cigarette smoke like an old engine. The human is mashed with the mechanical, the hard
with the soft, and everything melts into a gigantic multi-fabric sooty mass of detail and accumulations.
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Between each chapter of Blind Ambition there is a scene of a traffic jam through which the movie streams
across the city’s congested veins. These segments remind you that there’s a current much bigger than
that which the protagonists of each scene are going through, and this current leads to every moment and
is fed by every moment. Before each event we see a segment of temporary clinical death inside some
metal body crawling slowly under heat, dust, boredom and nothingness. The motion from and toward
the ambitions around which the obsessions of the humans in the film revolve is covered and woven with
hours of blind paralysis.
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Writing that last sentence changed my relationship with the expression “blind ambition.” For the first
time I don’t think of blind ambition as a selfish, harsh, American evil, but as an evolutionary failure
coming out of the limited collective sensibility of humans stuck in their colonies like worms under
forgotten rocks, looking every day for meaning in survival.
The final scene — in which the camera follows a man in an elegant suit swinging a keychain from his
fingertips in a coquettish manner as he crosses the famous Ramses Square in the middle of the city until
he reaches a casino on top of the square’s highest building to look down on everything — encapsulates
all the meanings of power and ambition that the movie has been prodding at. The whole film will stick to
your memory like everything you saw in and on the edges of it. It will be difficult for you to drive along
6th of October Bridge above Ramses Square in the future without thinking you’re flying over the center
of this city’s misery, the monument of its gloriously obsolescent glory, at an elevation that is exactly in
the middle between a bottom and a top, and not remember Blind Ambition.
This is an edited translation of a text originally commissioned by Cairobserver.
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On Hassan Khan’s ‘Alexandria marathon,’
translation and control
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Wednesday, March 9, 2016 - 17:07
By: Nour El Safoury

Why do we need to get closer to Hassan Khan, and what sort of encounter awaits those who come in contact with
his work? Between February 25 and 29, Gudran For Art and Development hosted “Three Attempts to Get Closer to
Hassan Khan” and the Alexandria Fine Arts Museum hosted a discussion titled “An Encounter with Three Works
By Hassan Khan.”
In side talks at the end of the five days, I heard some attendees say to their friends that these titles were off-putting,
implying a hierarchy between Khan and the public that had to be bridged. I did not feel the same way, but it got me
thinking — was a hierarchy implied, or was this a false assumption resulting from Khan’s relationship to Egypt’s
art canon and institutions?
Khan is an artist, writer and musician who navigates a wide geography across media from writing and video to
music and sculpture. There’s a formal flexibility in his practice and thinking that can make his artworks evasive.
The objects and ideas he presents often slip away, refusing our control — there is constant movement and searching
in the relationship to his works.
The February 26 discussion on the “corrupt intellectual” raised questions I found myself returning to during the
following days. The fact that the idea of the “corrupt intellectual” has developed across multiple essays, talks and
translations is inescapable. One attendee even told Khan during the Q&A that for her the Arabic version of the
2014 essay “A Monster Was Born: Notes on the Rebirth of the ‘Corrupt Intellectual’,” published on October 2015
on Mada Masr, felt inaccessible because “it read like a text that has been translated.”
Since a panel at Art Dubai in 2010 followed by a now well-known essay, “In Defense of the Corrupt Intellectual,”
Khan has been expanding on this concept. In “A Monster Was Born,” he writes:
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In the late nineteenth century, a monster was born. This monster did not know what it was exactly. It knew
that it needed to articulate, describe, prescribe, and communicate. It knew it was supposed to play a public
role in the birth of a new historical order. It knew it had a precise function in the articulation of power
within the transforming social order. This monster was a speculator of knowledge, a peddler of identities, a
fantasist, a cunning operator, an extrovert with a bloated ego, a necessary structural regulator.
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This monster is the corrupt intellectual. If dreams of a “great nation,” a “great people” or “stability” are familiar
and bring escapist comfort, the corrupt intellectual gives them out in well-crafted prose. (S)he exploits familiar
symbols that have accumulated meaning through shared historical experience to pacify the crowd. Following
moments of rupture like 2011 in Egypt, for example, when all that was solid melted into air, the corrupt intellectual,
Khan says, worked in alliance with the state and its institutions to turn the air back to solids. (S)he performs and
embodies the language of the “official discourse backed by, and expressing, existing power structures,” as Khan
puts it.
In essays, artworks and discussions produced around this idea, the discursive space created through its initial
introduction has repeatedly reconfigured. Even beyond the corrupt intellectual, however, Khan’s ideas as they
manifest themselves in his artworks often go through many negotiations of meaning as they travel through various
media, from music to sculpture. Perhaps this is why translation became a conceptual tool I went back to again and
again during the four days in Alexandria.
Invisibility (2015), one of the three works Khan showed during the February 28 museum talk, he approaches the
language of narrative cinema through the formal and conceptual language of experimental cinema, within the
space of art. In it, two actors interact in an empty room. They re-enact scenes from old Egyptian slapstick comedies
but go off-script into new territories. One actor behaves, gestures and speaks like Ismail Yassin, the most famous
of Egyptian slapstick comedians. The other re-presents the gestures, tone and persona of actor Tawfiq al-Daqqn,
who was always given the role of villain.
Set in what appears like a vacuum chamber, this video explores the function of collectively recognized “symbols”
from Egyptian pop culture in creating a shared space of communication. Because this happens in an abstracted
space, it cannot be thought of as re-appropriating symbols in a new context with different power dynamics. It just
exposes the skeleton of a common visual language.
The Slapper and the Cap of Invisibility crafts its own discursive space within the supposedly decentered, global
space of contemporary art, yet being avowedly “local” in its symbols it is inseparable from a history and collective
experience that has not been exported into contemporary art networks. The video exists thus on multiple planes
and refuses as a result to be merely a spectacle in a gallery that can be fetishized or instrumentalized in a grand
narrative.
Familiar contemporary art terms like re-appropriation or recycling tend to emphasize the position of the gallery as
a pristine space for commentary on the world. In contrast, translation allows for coexistence, messiness even, and
it refuses to assume that one symbolic system can be fully subsumed into another. Translation as conceptual tool
acknowledges the importance of in-between space and continuous unfolding.
On the reception side, works like The Slapper and the Cap of Invisibility require the spectator to cross borders
from one imagined space to another. In this case, we move between cinema and slapstick to the conceptual vacuum
chamber and the gallery. What is risked in this move is a sense of being lost or confused. As a result, the artwork
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might appear inaccessible. I’d like to defend inaccessibility and the virtues of getting lost.
Toward the end of “In Defense of the Corrupt Intellectual,” Khan writes:
[I]n the case of art history, the same consensual if outdated canon is evoked to provide support and meaning for
aesthetic practices. The local is always deemed insufficient without some kind of proof and validation provided by
the accepted and so-called international canons of art history.
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Inaccessibility can mean a work does not lend itself easily to the canon and the tools it provides us with. And by
not conforming to the familiar language of each medium, it can throw off expectations and habitual modes of
engagement with film, sculpture or writing. A work that feels inaccessible can be one that exposes our reliance on
dominant knowledge paradigms. It asks us to enter uncharted territory and find our way through it unaided.
In the mid-1990s, when Khan was starting to produce art, there was a resurgence of contemporary art in Egypt.
Khan and others from his generation were key to that flurry of activity. Through stories shared publically during
the Alexandria events or in side talks, I learned that in the 1990s the old guard invited Khan to present works of
“new media” in the government-run Cairo Atelier. The inaccessibility of Khan’s works has to be understood within
this context. What we understand art to do and our ways of relating to artworks are a result of a particular history
dominated by the Ministry of Culture, its spaces and its patriarchal approach. For years, artists were presented as
part of the intelligentsia who were supposed to “enlighten” the public. Khan refuses to be part of that. Trying to
approach him through accumulated assumptions about the edifying role of art and artist doesn’t work.
In the 1990s Egypt was increasingly being thrown into the webs of globalization and the ensuing sense of hyperspectacles and consumerism. A challenge was being mounted against Ministry of Culture hegemony and the
possibilities for interaction with art that it created. Khan’s discussion with writer Ali al-Adawy on February 29,
titled “The 1990s: A New Perspective,” touched on that. Institutional critique, performance, spectacle and the
1990s image as monument underlie Khan’s discussion of works from that period. He talked about the multimedia
work Lungfan (1995), which got booed at the Cairo Atelier during a discussion with Khan and collaborator Amr
Hosny and was not shown again publically for years. He also screened his rebellious 4-minute video Fuck This
Film (1998), which features him and Sherif El Azama talking about the moving image.
To go back to the question of why we need to get closer to Khan and what encounter awaits if we try, it appears that
the process is horizontal rather than vertical. It’s not about hierarchy, but about a particular relationship between
the spectator, the artworks and by extension the artist. Khan presents works that do not give us the sense of playful
freedom that comes with being completely absorbed into a tableau or a musical composition. We have no option
but to be uncomfortably refused closeness by the artwork.
Overall the Alexandria events were well-attended. Rooms did not overflow with anxious crowds, but those present
listened attentively. I looked around during one of the discussions and found an audience of men and women
spanning many age groups, a guy with tattoos and a punk leather jacket, some hipsters, and a man I discovered was
a doctor. There’s something about Khan and his works that invite such heterogeneity in a crowd. I take this to be
a mark of great success.
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The Flying Saucer at Sharjah Biennial 12
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On Saturday, as part of Sharjah Biennial 12, I visited Hassan Khan’s installation in The Flying Saucer, an eccentric scifi-esque building built in the 70’s in the residential Dasman neighborhood of Sharjah. The local monument has been
acquired by Sharjah Art Foundation and was originally home to a French bakery, then a fast-food chicken franchise, and
has most recently stood empty, slowly fading in the sun and sand.

Courtesy Hassan Khan, Foto / photo: Axel Schneider. Dal sito dell MMK3

Hassan Khan’s installations inside The Flying Saucer

Khan had added colored glass panels to the triangular windows inside The Flying Saucer. The jewel box colors create a
groovy, kaleidoscopic effect that jive with the space’s starship ceiling and linoleum panelled bathroom doors. A widescreen TV plays an 8-minute loop of a short film featuring two men arguing in Arabic about which of them should have
possession of a slapper and a cap of invisibility. Their absurd tiff, staged in an abstractly black space, seemed to challenge our very notion of reality as though Khan is suggesting that our understanding of the bounds dividing fact from
fantasy are not so solid as we may think. I half-expected The Flying Saucer to lift off into an alternate reality when the
film credits rolled.
Andeel, a well-known Egyptian cartoonist has collaborated with Khan and designed two billboards for the building’s
roof. They ask in Arabic, English, and Urdu (the three main languages spoken in the UAE), “Is there no respect at all?”
I’m thrilled that Sharjah Art Foundation will be using this space for further art exhibitions and events and will be following along to see how The Flying Saucer’s revitalisation draws in local residents in the months to come. You can visit
Hassan Khan’s installations inside The Flying Saucer throughout Sharjah Biennial 12 until 5 June.

Danna Larch. «The Flying Saucer at Sharjah Biennial 12», Il Mitte, March 9, 2015.
http://dannawrites.com/the-flying-saucer-at-sharjah-biennial-12/
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The Flying Saucer at Sharjah Biennial 12

Exterior shot of The Flying Saucer with Andeel’s billboards on the futuristic roof

Image courtesy of Sharjah Art Foundation

Danna Larch. «The Flying Saucer at Sharjah Biennial 12», Il Mitte, March 9, 2015.
http://dannawrites.com/the-flying-saucer-at-sharjah-biennial-12/
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The Flying Saucer at Sharjah Biennial 12

Khan opted to keep the original ceiling

William S. Smith. «Sharjah Biennial», Art in America, June 1, 2015.
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/sharjah-biennial/

Sharjah Biennial
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Feeling out of place, I found myself marching through the streets of Sharjah with hundreds of others—artists, curators, critics and students—who had come for the opening weekend of the ambitious biennial in this
tiny emirate bordering Dubai. We were being led by Congolese artist Papy Ebotani and three of his compatriots. The group periodically stopped at intersections to pose in their crisp suits, showing off the brand labels and still-attached price tags. Titled Fanfare funérailles (Funeral Brass), the performance took on aspects
of a memorial (though for whom or what remained unclear), a fashion show, a carnival parade and a street
protest.
Having reached a plaza near one of the biennial’s low-slung venues clustered in Sharjah’s historic district, the
performers took turns speaking in French, passionately expressing uncertainty about the very action they
had just initiated. One of them became so heated that he had to be carried away from the microphone, still
gesticulating and shouting questions about the purpose of the procession. They had organized a demonstration, but what exactly had been shown, and to whom?
The rally crystallized themes and anxieties evident throughout this biennial, organized by Eungie Joo, former
program director of the Instituto Inhotim in Brumadinho, Brazil, along with Ryan Inouye, former assistant
curator at New York’s New Museum. A desire to express political awareness is evident among the show’s 55
artists and collectives, as it is in most international biennials. But, like Ebotani’s march, many of the strongest projects also reflect the limits of culture in the face of power.
Sky Blue Flag (2015), by American artist Byron Kim, may be a fitting emblem for the entire biennial. Waving
on a pole along Sharjah’s main riverside promenade, the monochromatic banner blends into its surroundings
and suggests a Zen-like negation of political affiliations. Taking a similar tone, Lebanese filmmaker Ahmad
Ghossein’s The Fourth Stage (2015) interweaves melancholy reflections on his childhood job as a traveling
magician’s assistant with detailed cinematic studies of the war monuments—masses of melted weaponry
surrounded by futuristic concrete forms—that dot the landscape of southern Lebanon. The aging magician’s modest tricks seem more honest than the ambiguous memorials, which commemorate an ultimately
unknowable past.
A gallery at the far end of the Sharjah Art Museum, one of the biennial venues, features a group of 1970s
relief paintings that project political certainty and therefore stand out from the rest of the show. Made by
Abdul Hay Mosallam Zarara, once an active member of the P.L.O., these sawdust and pigment compositions
depict scenes from the Palestinian resistance and advocate armed struggle by anticolonialists around the world. The works belong to a moment that feels long past, when radicals could act as artists and vice versa, all in
the unified service of a cause.
A cool examination of the rhetoric of such moments unfolds in Basel Abbas and Ruanne Abou-Rahme’s
video installation The Incidental Insurgents (Parts 1-3), 2012-15. Displayed in several galleries of the Bait Al
Serkal, a traditional palace built around a courtyard, projections on multiple screens follow two men driving
around the West Bank. Flashed in English and Arabic, texts from an array of historical sources equate artists
and poets with bandits, outlaws and revolutionaries.

William S. Smith. «Sharjah Biennial», Art in America, June 1, 2015.
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/sharjah-biennial/

The wandering protagonists dream of a poetry that “brings back into play all the unsettled debts of history”—as one Situationist slogan has it—even as the pair confronts stark facts on the ground, such as the
security wall that separates Israel from Palestine.
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The biennial’s title, “The past, the present, the possible,” is a catchall that nonetheless harbors some complexity. The show offers an almost utopian notion of artistic possibility, best exemplified by Adrián Villar
Rojas’s Planetarium (2015). The Argentine artist took over an abandoned ice factory in a coastal enclave some
two hours from central Sharjah. Working with a team of nine craftsmen, Rojas transformed the structure into
a vast artwork: the interior became a gallery for dozens of multicolored pillars made of layers of construction materials and living matter. Outside, a series of earthwork berms appear like fortifications for the newly
vibrant site.
Yet this expansive vision for art is balanced by a more constrained notion of “the possible” as a process of
eking out spaces for expression within existing limits. Hassan Khan presents a group of related works in a former fast-food restaurant known as the Flying Saucer for its “Jetsons”-type architecture. Almost everything
Khan added to the site amplified its playful feel. Window tints in bright colors produce a kaleidoscope effect,
animating an interior space that also includes two rainbow-colored minimalistic sculptures and a wall painted
in a yellow gradient. A black-and-white video plays on a linked array of monitors. Part Abbott and Costello,
part Vladimir and Estragon, the film’s two actors mimic classic comedic tropes from the artist’s native Egypt,
while arguing over who owns a wooden prop called a “slapper.” For the exterior of the building, Khan commissioned two billboards depicting cartoon characters speaking opaque phrases in Arabic, Urdu and English.
Rather than transform the site, Khan let its eccentricity guide his own contributions.
A hallmark of the Sharjah Biennial is its large number of site-specific projects. Artists’ responses to the particularities of the emirate took various forms, from Haegue Yang’s installation employing coral brick and other
local building materials to Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s figurative paintings of women of African descent caught
in the harsh light of the Arabian Gulf. The care that many contributors took to understand the particularities of Sharjah underscores the failure of a lackadaisical film by Brooklyn-based duo Ayreen Anastas and
Rene Gabri. The superficial documentary-style work casts the artists as moral authorities on everything from
immigrant labor in the Gulf to the Armenian genocide to the gentrification of Williamsburg.
Still, the possibility of failure may be what makes this biennial significant in the region. It’s hard to imagine
anything less than a vetted masterpiece being presented at the international cultural behemoths currently
under construction in Abu Dhabi. There, art is presented as a luxury amenity. The modestly scaled Sharjah
Biennial, by contrast, makes a powerful case for artwork as a mode of critical inquiry.
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Olga Stefan. «Hassan Khan, Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said. Museum für Modern Kunst, Frankfurt, 30 January - 12 April», Art
Review, May, 2015, p. 142.

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/
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Interview

Hassan Khan, Abstract Music, 2015, Courtesy Hassan Khan. Photo: Axel Schneider

Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...
Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said at the MMK 3 of the MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst
Frankfurt am Main is Hassan Khan’s first institutional solo exhibition in Germany. The title
quotes that of a science-fiction novel of 1974 by Philip K. Dick. The exhibition does not want
to retell the story but rather makes reference to its inherent themes. The close intertwinement between human complexity and power is one motif that can be encountered in the
works on display. Julia Haecker talked to Hassan Khan about his artistic approach and above
all about the exhibition, which will be on view at the MMK 3 until 12 April 2015.
Julie Haecker: Among others you work as a composer, author, director. Do you even think in categories like that? How would you describe yourself your own role?

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/

Hassan Khan: Well I use the words musician, writer and artist rather than composer and author which might first
sound like a small difference. But I think it says much about what I’m doing because the terms are wider. A composer
is more related to a practice which is based on learning, skills and the craft of composing music in a certain tradition.
But as a musician I work with the music itself and I can approach it in many different ways including more standard
compositional tools. It’s the same with author. It’s a more restricted word related to the literally establishment. But a
writer is a person who is just writing language. I think I have a relationship to all these various establishments but I
don’t completely identify with them. That’s why I use these words that I feel are wider in their implications.
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JH: The stunning variety and the quantity of your works point out that you seem to live in a continuous stream of thoughts. Is there a special way how you channel your ideas? Are there issues which
you process in different ways?
HK: This is a good question. I think it has a lot to do with how I first began as a teenager – so a long time ago. I entered
University when I was fifteen. University is for the most people a place where a lot of things happen. But when you are
really young things are very powerful. It’s like an explosion of ‘things’. In this period I went through a phase of processing all what I could learn of what ‘humanity’ in general produces in terms of music, literature or painting or arts
from all around the world and from all different times. It was all one big mix. I also started playing music at that time. I
finished university when I was 19, 20 years old and at that time I already had a kind of intuition or a sense of what I’m
doing. It didn’t have anything to do with mediums specifically. Each work demands a form which is specific to it. These
ideas are not really interchangeable. And if there is a sort of translation then something important happens.

Hassan Khan, Live Ammunition!, 2015, Courtesy Hassan Khan, Foto / photo: Axel Schneider

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/

In 2006 for my exhibition Kompressor – I allowed myself for the first time to explore many different mediums and
forms together. I found the synergy produced to be very interesting and productive. It was the first time that someone
commented that this was a solo show that looked like a really good group show. I have heard similar comments quite a
lot since. This moment is for me when forms are able to possess their own space and thus the ability to co-exist together. When that happens a real – a harmonious and dissonant – dialogue can take place. I’m very interested in exhibition formats that are able to produce this sort of dialogue and resonance.
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JH: Of course, to realize all this different kind of works you collaborate with a lot of other people,
like actors, musicians, performers, theater directors. What’s your interest in this crossover? And to
what extent to you let the participants realize their own ideas?
HK: It really depends on the work and varies quite a lot. For example I always begin working with actors by having a
totally confidential conversation. None of what happen between us is revealed. In this process I try to deal with the
actor not just as an actor but actually as someone who possesses the sum of total of human experience. In the process
of the work we attempt find ways to re-access and to re-discover their own experiences and to understand that in a way
that can be relevant to the performance we are developing. It is partially from their knowledge that I produce a performance, even if usually I have a structure and facets already in mind. This is just one example, there are many others.
Working with musicians is sometimes a bit similar. But again there are different approaches. In some pieces and with
some musicians I go in like a composer. We work with session musicians, go to the studio and record these sessions. It’s
a sort of normal situation for producing music.
But in other situations I work with musicians based on their understanding of their musical culture. For example I have
a melody that comes from a genre they work in and I ask them to play this melody over and over again maybe without
stopping, almost like a machine. This time the human factor has been mechanized. While he or she is playing I can start
telling them to change this note or add this note.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0vGwV525sg

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/
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JH: Your works in the exhibition are in a very strong dialogue as you mentioned before. Most of the
works in the exhibition are new productions. Did your ideas came up one after another or were the
works supposed to show them together to produce this dialogue?
HK: At an early point I walked through the exhibition space with the curators Philippe and Klaus (Philippe Pirotte
– director Staatliche Hochschule für Bildende Künste – Städelschule Frankfurt am Main – and Klaus Görner, curator
at MMK Museum für Moderne Kunst – A/N) and I described the works and where they will be placed in one go. So
the show was imagined in the space in like five minutes. But before that for a long time it was not clear what I will do
and I also had deep reservations about the space itself. When there was no way out I found that I had to respond. That
doesn’t mean that the works have just been worked out for this space. All of them had their own little histories. So
for example the paravene (The Double Face of Power, 2015 – A/N) – for several years I have been trying to produce
something that is not exactly like that but related to it, using car finish, the surface sheen, as a medium as a form of
density and embedding things in that display. So this paravene is a continuation of another dialogue that I’m having
with works which I want to produce. Some things are very calculated, other things are totally accidental. It’s a strange
balance between both. But this is how I work a lot of times. I’m very very precise in some ways and in some ways I’m
incredible messy. Mistakes become part of the works, almost because I could not deal with some of them. Not because
I’m too lazy it’s almost more like the world has crashed and I cannot deal with that. A moment where I fear the mistake
but am excited by it. I take risks then. I cannot explain it. In any case there is no one way to produce.

JH: The exhibition at MMK 3 is your first solo show in Germany. Was it difficult to choose respectively to produce a relatively small selection from your huge Oeuvre?

Hassan Khan, Studies for Structuralist Film no. 2 Silent Black and White HD Video, 23 minutes 42 seconds, 2013, Courtesy of the
artist and Galerie Chantal Crousel

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/

HK: Actually it’s not the first solo show in Germany, it’s the first institutional one, I already had an exhibition in a
very small non-profit space in Berlin called Uqbar. But this is my first museum exhibition in Germany. I didn’t have a
problem with showing a small selection. In the beginning Philippe said I didn’t have to produce new works, that I could
also select older ones. The first thing I knew about the exhibition was that there is one older work – the film Studies for
Structuralist Film no. 2 – which I wanted to show. Beside this I really wanted to produce new works. I had recently in
2012 and 2014 two big survey shows in Istanbul and Cairo. They were great experiences for me. ”
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JH: Abstract Music is probably the most apparent work in the exhibition. With this work you try to
materialize music by showing huge glass cylinders which don’t make any sounds. What’s the connection to music?
HK: Yes, the piece obviously has a connection to music. But my reference is not just music. My reference is primary
abstraction which is about measurement, value and exchange. I think of the piece as a composition – it’s abstract music
– because the system is based on regular identified units that are also different, they have different values. The way you
do in a composition but it’s also what you might have in an economic system. There is a way of marking accumulation
in this piece. For me accumulation is the moment in which a system comes into place. Without accumulation there is no
excess, there is no possibility of exchange. I find that these paradigms are at the foundations of human ‘civilization’ –
it’s really based upon primary gestures like that. Another primary is the basic fact of having a name.

Hassan Khan, “Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said”, 2015, Courtesy Hassan Khan, Foto / photo: Axel Schneider

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/
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This piece is therefore for me a sublimation of a system that I feel is at the origins of a lot of what we have (as humans)
produced together. And I say ‘civilisation’ not culture because I mean this in a really wide inclusive sense. There are
some very distinct small tribal cultures that are different in this regard but the majority of humanity has lived under
the same system of primary abstraction.
The film Studies for Structuralist Film no. 2, the piece Live Ammunition! – these are very concrete works while pieces
like the paravene and the glass pieces deal with abstraction. These two things come together for me. We are materially
present but we produce abstraction.
My aim is not for people to see the work and necessarily think of these ideas because these in the end are just ideas that
I have thought of, nothing more than that. But there is something else that is valuable in having them which is that
they allow the work to possess a density of meaning that is then open to the audience. This is then a process in which
the audience could engage with the work by projecting their own emotional landscape onto it. Ideally that moment
of engagement allows for something unknown to happen. Also for me I don’t this that this necessarily means that the
audience is projecting ideas or interpreting something, but rather that an engagement and conversation with the ‘real’
might take place.

JH: In musical language abstract music means that music doesn’t follow any intention. So e.g. political or any other meanings are excluded from this idea of music. It just exist for its own sake. Did this
work refers to the point that you prefer to exclude explicit political contents like many people suggest in your work?
HK: Actually it’s the opposite. First the piece Abstract Music is about a system. It’s about abstraction but abstraction
is very systematic. And the piece itself is a system of thought. The work is constituted in a world in which politics is
also constituted. It’s not about talking about politics but it’s made up out of the stuff which politics rules and is ruled
by. Systems are a political thing. I do make a lot of arguments about the necessity of thinking of the work rather than
having ready–made–interpretations whether they are political or cultural. For example if someone says that this work
is against capitalism what else can the work ever tell then? By the way, while on the subject, I don’t think capitalism
exists. I think no system actually really exists as such. These are just our messy descriptions of something that is partially there. But nothing is really total.

JH: Compared with your dense electronic compositions Live Ammunition! is a very reduced kind of
music. You hear clapping hands producing a special rhythm. The piece was also produced before in
certain ways. Why did you decide to produce another version? And is here a reason why you take this
one for this exhibition?
HK: Live Ammunition exists in three forms. The very first was a composition in four movements for a live concert
and titled Live Ammunition!! with two exclamation marks (not one) for strings, clapping and live electronics. The
word ammunition is very loaded and in this case it’s directly connected with clapping as a collective percussive human
activitiy. And then there was another iteration of the piece as one movement of Composition for a Public Park a three
movement multi-channel music installation which premiered at the Nuit blanche Festival 2013 in Paris. The clapping in
the different pieces is not all the same. Although they are all sourced from the same recording sessions I did with percussionists where I recorded different patterns that I had composed – I think there were 16 patterns in total. They are
similar because the building blocks are the same but I’m configuring them in different ways. And that’s why the title
Live Ammunition is sort of the same but changes slightly. Here it has one exclamation marks not two.

Julia Haecker. «Hassan Khan: On Science Fiction, Music and Clapping...», Contemporary And, March 31, 2015.
http://www.contemporaryand.com/blog/magazines/hassan-khan-on-science-fiction-music-and-clapping/

JH: Live Ammunition is directly connected to Flow my tears, the policemen said which is totally current since February 130 Egypts were sentenced to death at once by a judge who is illustrated on this
work.
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HK: Right now there are a lot of people doing little photoshop things. In the last weeks the judge became very popular,
in a negative sense, as material for different kind of iterations on the internet. It’s a form of popular culture. Lot’s of
people are just using this judge as material which is kind of what I’m doing too. It’s interesting that everybody is doing
that by using basically the same aesthetic choice. Everybody has decided to portray him, the icon of authority, in a
non- realistic fashion. It might be the intuited sense that if you represent this formal authority you need to desacralize
it somehow and move it beyond a realistic rendition. A step has to be taken. That was a funny moment where I felt, and
this is not my goal, that I was aligned with something happening in popular culture.

HG Masters. «Field Trip: Sharjah Biennial 12», Artasiapacific, Vol. X, March 9, 2015.
http://artasiapacific.com/Blog/FieldTripSharjahBiennial12
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Curated by Eungie Joo, Sharjah Biennial 12, “The Past, the Present, the Possible,” featured a compact lineup of 50-plus
artists and groups from 25 countries, with many newly commissioned projects and the use of several new sites around
the Gulf emirate. Eschewing the grab-bag presentation and heavy polemical themes commonly deployed in biennials,
Joo instead showcased artists’ practices in depth or created opportunities for ambitious, site-specific solo projects. The
result was more of an exhibition than a festival, as Joo nudged the biennial format away from wide-angled superficiality
that make them akin to displays at today’s art fairs. Here’s a look at a handful of the memorable projects from “The
Past, the Present, the Possible,” before a full review is published in the May/June issue of ArtAsiaPacific

HASSAN KHAN was given the honor of being the first artist to work in SAF’s newest space, the so-called Flying Saucer building,
designed by Sheikh Sultan al-Qasimi himself in the 1970s, and until recently a fried-chicken restaurant. Khan added brightly
colored filters to the walls, and worked with Andeel, one of Egypt’s most prolific cartoonists on a series of billboards for the roof.
His black-and-white film depicts an absurdist, existential comedy about two men arguing over a hand slapper and a cap of invisibility, in what read as a possibly a dark, political allegory. Photo by HG Masters for ArtAsiaPacific.

Sharjah Biennial 12: “The Past, the Present, the Possible” can be seen from now until June 5, 2015, at various venues in Sharjah.

Mai Elwakil. «Hassan Khan in Cairo», Ibraaz, June 26, 2014.
http://www.ibraaz.org/reviews/66
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In developing The Agreement (2011), Hassan Khan worked with a group of local craftsmen to manufacture ten home accessories of his design. The objects, a plate decorated with colourfully painted
vegetables, a pink and blue glass sculpture with leafy branches and a range of ceramic and silicon
statues, were all crafted like low-budget household objects common in Egyptian homes. Khan designed
the pieces to go with five short stories he had penned, inspired by his hometown. Each story presents a
single scene from the lives of the ultra rich, an aspiring social climber, and two police informers; one
story is about school children. Together they offer nuanced rather than comprehensive impressions of
life in Cairo, and when exhibited, the stories are printed on the wall above a shelf holding the objects,
while a bilingual book with the same title is also available for visitors to take home.

Khan's approach to creating The Agreement was somewhat collaborative. In several of his projects,
he works with craftsmen and performers, gradually developing the artwork over time. This kind of
collaboration was perhaps more organic in the case of Khan's much-celebrated Jewel (2010), where
all the moves were choreographed with the two 'actors'. Jewel is a six-minute film, commissioned by
the Arab Museum of Modern Art (Mathaf) in Doha for its inaugural group exhibition, Told/Untold/
Retold, in late 2010. It transforms a glowing anglerfish into an emblem around which two men perform a dance ritual. It is captivating, almost hypnotizing, even though a scene that is quite common
on Cairo's streets inspires it. In its making, Khan composed the music and worked with each actor
for an entire month to design gestures that are simultaneously personal and recognizable, to develop
a language which made sense to them without being completely decipherable by audience members
encountering the final video installation. Much of the choreography was inspired by the actors' backgrounds; some moves came from street dance; others were simply made up in collaboration with the
performers.

Mai Elwakil. «Hassan Khan in Cairo», Ibraaz, June 26, 2014.
http://www.ibraaz.org/reviews/66

Khan compares his role in such projects to that of a film or theatre director, building on the agency of
his crew with the hope that the final results might surprise him. For him, the artwork is more important
than a standard process. It needs to intrigue him. For viewers, learning about his process is at times essential to access the work. And so, on the opening night of his latest Cairo exhibition, one writer commented that the show needed a manual to navigate. Many agreed that the survey show was somewhat
cryptic although underlying themes and interests become clearer with multiple visits.
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The exhibition, simply titled Hassan Khan, constituted the entire visual arts program of the Downtown Contemporary Arts Festival (D-CAF) this year. In its third iteration, the multidisciplinary festival
partnered with the Cairo Laboratory for Urban Studies, Training and Environmental Research (CLUSTER) to organize the show, presenting 21 works by Khan from 1997 to the present – most of which
were being shown in Egypt for the first time. A number of related talks and a concert were organized in
the downtown area as footnotes to the event.

Khan started his public career as an artist in 1995 in Cairo. But over the past decade he gave talks, lecture performances, concerts and engaged in discussions locally as opposed to exhibiting his work. He
occasionally took part in major group shows such as the biannual arts festival, PhotoCairo. In its 2012
edition, Khan showed Insecure (2002), a vinyl lettering piece through which he directs viewers toward
their deepest vulnerabilities. In 2013, he screened the Blind Ambition (2012) video as part of D-CAF's
second edition. Still, local artists and audiences only got to see glimpses of Khan's work although they
regularly heard or read about it. Hence, while the decision to devote the art component of the city's
major arts festival to a single artist raised some debate, the Hassan Khan exhibition was highly anticipated.

Mai Elwakil. «Hassan Khan in Cairo», Ibraaz, June 26, 2014.
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Hassan Khan, The Twist, 2012, and The Alphabet Book, 2006, installation view, D-CAF 2014, Hassan
Khan.
Photo: Mostafa Abdel Aty.
The location chosen to host the blockbuster show added to the excitement. With a special interest in
reactivating downtown venues and connecting the art circuit with the public, CLUSTER curator and
co-founder Beth Stryker decided to turn the Kodak Passageway into an exhibition venue for the first
time. The Kodak Passageway connects two very busy, central streets: Adly and Abdel Khaliq Tharwat.
It also overlooks the heavily guarded Shaar Hashomayim Synagogue. The passageway is, nevertheless,
among the quieter pedestrian walkthroughs in downtown Cairo, as its old stores had shut down years
back. CLUSTER worked on renovating four of the rundown storefronts to host the show, with several
artworks made visible from the street.

Jewel was exhibited in a closed pitch-black store down the passageway. But, the Shaabi beats of Khan's
music blared outside, luring pedestrians in. The open shop next door perfectly hosted Dom-Tak-TakDom-Tak (2005); the sound and light installation being completely accessible from the passageway.
The two remaining shop fronts acted more like standalone exhibitions, showing multiple sculpture,
photography, video and text-based works. Much of the work stems from Khan's experience with his
surroundings – he has worked in the downtown area for over a decade – making the exhibition almost
site-specific in how it connects with its context. And although Khan refuses to peg his work to a specific geography, the references he uses as starting points for his art are relatable to local audiences in
many cases. These references go through a long process, making the final artwork surpass being a mere
representation or translation of a context.

Mai Elwakil. «Hassan Khan in Cairo», Ibraaz, June 26, 2014.
http://www.ibraaz.org/reviews/66

Take for instance Banque Bannister (2010), which was shown in the second gallery. The sculptural
piece is a recreation of an architectural detail: the outdoor bannister of Egypt's first national bank, located only a few streets away. Khan re-produced an immaculate version of the handrail; only he decontextualized it, suspending it in mid air like a supernatural creature – the only obvious reference to its
origin being the work's title.
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Other sculptural pieces on display such as The Twist, produced in 2012, also have a strong presence
due to form. The Twist is a polished copy of an ornament from a balcony rail Khan saw in Alexandria,
elongated to extend from floor to ceiling. Khan describes his interest in the ornamental detail as a
reflection of the moment of the 'birth of civilization' through this simple act of creation and design – a
reference which could be highly opaque to the audience.

A similarly internal logic is followed in The Alphabet Book (2006), which matches each letter of the
alphabet with a photograph. Copies of the book available for viewing are engaging in terms of the
unexpected relationships viewers can draw between a single letter and a seemingly familiar image.
But the process through which Khan devised the publications, if and when shared with the exhibition
visitors, adds multiple layers to explore. The Alphabet Book draws on the artist's dreams, only he
developed it by creating images to match texts which he wrote inspired by his dreams rather than being
a direct literal translation of them. Khan seems to be offering through the publications a retracted trip
into his psyche.

Mai Elwakil. «Hassan Khan in Cairo», Ibraaz, June 26, 2014.
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he Alphabet Book is one direct example of how the artist shares his personal vision with the audience.
His long and diverse practice includes many more. The source of most of Khan's work is his personal
observations, particularly in Cairo, a city that is overcrowded and dense, physically and emotionally.
For years now, Khan has been working on these observations and borrowing languages that intrigue
him from popular culture. He does not describe his approach as appropriation because he does not feel
the need to fulfill the expectations from such literary, musical or visual culture formats. Khan also does
not try to comment on these languages. His Shaabi music pieces, like the composition of Jewel, are
meant as original music. His 1997 video work, Do you want to fight? – produced in collaboration with
artist-filmmaker Sherif El Azma – is another example. It combines footage of two boxers, similar to an
old Hollywood production, with a minimal sound track re-iterating the phrase, 'Do you want to fight?'
in Arabic. The descriptive literary style of average fiction, which Khan deploys in text-based works
such as Mahmoud El Ansari (2010), Mystery (2011) and The Agreement, is another. In the latter cases,
these seemingly familiar languages are used to very different ends. Khan seems to use them to underpin
existing social relationships and mobility in the city, the insecurities and paranoia, which Cairo might
build within people. At times, they are quite obvious, if not totally acceptable, to onlookers. At others,
like in the case of Mystery, an interesting spin can push the stories further. Printed on blank pages
which Khan tore out of the 80s teen fiction series titled The Five Adventurers, he presents a fictional account of a man encountering the memoirs of another only to be taken back to his own child years with
the same series.

Many of the works in Hassan Khan contain a circular nature. In fact, some works reference the logic
behind the creation of other works. And it is this trip back and forth between the artist's references and
the works themselves, spanning almost two decades that makes artist survey shows such a necessary
eye-opener.
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Michelle Kuo. “Trusted Sources: A project by Hassan Khan”, Artforum, October 2013.
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Sarah Neel Smith. “Hassan Khan”, Bidoun, Issue 28, p158-159, Spring 2013.
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Jeramy DeCristo. “The sedimentation of aesthetic gesture”, Harper’s Bazar Art Arabia, N° 7,
May-June 2013, p 64 - 69.
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Jeramy DeCristo. “The sedimentation of aesthetic gesture”, Harper’s Bazar Art Arabia, N° 7,
May-June 2013, p 64 - 69.

Sohrab Mohebbi. “Creating, Decoys, Hassan Khan”,
Canvas, September / October 2012, P. 88-95.
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ng decoys
HASSAN KHAN

PROFILE

His practice spans varied media, from film and video to
installation, text, sound, music and photography. Sohrab
Mohebbi speaks with Hassan Khan, who believes that the
perfect medium is one that lends itself best to the work.

W
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hen I had the chance to work with Hassan Khan on an exhibition at the
Queens Museum of Art in 2011 and broke the news to some of my colleagues, they warned me: “Hassan Khan is very difficult to work with.” So, I opened my conversation
with Khan by asking his opinion on this. “Difficult to work with?” he exclaimed, “I think I am a difficult
person to live with!” He went on to explain that he did not say this as a joke, as there are times that
all that matters is the work, and everything else just orbits around it. Most often he creates new work
for each exhibition, and until recently, it was rare that he would even exhibit older pieces.
I spoke with Khan upon his return to Cairo – where he lives and works – from the dOCUMENTA
(13) sessions in Alexandria. For the 100-day mega-exhibition in Kassel, he produced two new works,
Blind Ambition (2012) a 45-minute video made with a cell phone camera and The Knot, a glass sculpture of the eight-knot figure, facing one another at the lower level of the Neue Galerie. Khan’s works
are also the subject of his forthcoming retrospective at Istanbul’s SALT, and this year, Jewel (2010)
was featured at Palais de Tokyo’s La Triennale, New Museum Triennial in New York and also the Berlin
Documentary Forum and was hailed by critics and viewers alike on both sides of the Atlantic.

RED HERRINGS

Opening spread: A video
still from Jewels. 2010.
Video installation in colour
with sound. 35 minutes.
Facing page: Banque
Bannister. 2010. Brass.
209 x 260 x 22 cm. Edition
of three. Photography by
Florian Kleinefeen.
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Among the various threads in Khan’s work is an investigation of the underlying structures and sources that give form to identifiable appearances and a desire to reach the essence. His work does not
aim to essentialise certain geo-political conditions into immediately identifiable representations. “It
is not about context,” he explains, “because there is, in many cases, an engagement with the conditions under which something is born…under which I am working or living, the world I experience.
However, the work is not about describing this, and it is definitely not about explaining it.” In an earlier work, such as his one-minute-long and fast-paced This is THE Political Film (1998), Khan shows a
strange-looking man nailing a piece of meat to a desk. In DOM-TAK-TAK-DOM-TAK, his 2005 installation
at Castello di Rivoli Museo d’Arte Contemporanea in Turin, Khan selected six tracks of sha’abi (popular) Arabic music, analysed them with musicians of the genre and then recorded the basic rhythm
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section of each piece. Later, he invited session musicians to individually improvise
on the beats – without hearing the work
of one another – and thus created what he calls
the “ghost of the genre…you’re listening to music that still retains a certain amount of elegance,
beauty, complexity…yet it’s not what it’s really
supposed to be, it’s a shadow.” In his epic piece
from 2004, Hidden Location, a 52-minute synchronised four-channel video installation, Khan
adds yet another dimension to the work and
unsettles the position of the viewer by at once
giving him/her the possibility to choose how to
interact with the piece – which screen to watch,
which threads to follow – while at the same time
making it impossible to experience the work
thoroughly, as one can never follow the four
screens simultaneously.
In Khan’s work, the set of references are not
always clear and he often makes use of decoys,
“producing something that looks like something
but is actually something else”. Take Muslimgauze
R.I.P (2010) where Khan developed a scenario
about a boy living in Thatcherite England in an
apartment building next to the prolific British experimental and electronic musician Bryn Jones,
who produced a number of records as Muslim91
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This page: An installation
view of the Neue Galerie at
dOCUMENTA (13). Left: The
Knot. 70 x 6.5 x 3 cm. 2012.
Glass sculpture. Right: Blind
Ambition. 2012. Single-channel
video, dubbed with synchronised
voices. The HD video was shot
on a Samsung Galaxy SII cell
phone. Photography by Anders
Sune Berg.
Facing page: Two stills from
Muslimgauze R.I.P. 2010. Full
HD video transferred to Blu-Ray
with sound. Eight minutes and
seven seconds. Edition of six.
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gauze before passing away. The boy idles
curiously around the apartment, feels the
trinkets on the buffet table, uncovers the
mechanism of closet doors and discovers
the materiality of his immediate environment; while next door, the musician who
had never been to the Middle East, starts producing records in solidarity with the Arab
cause after the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 1982.
Khan’s piece Blind Ambition (currently on view at Neue Galerie, Kassel), is a 45-minute
single-channel video all shot on a Samsung Galaxy cell phone with dubbed and synchronised voices. I asked Khan about the choice of a cell phone camera, and he mentioned
how it is different from video cameras, both in how one is treated and understood and the
kind of atmosphere in the street, as well as in the way that the actors respond to it, which
is also twofold. They either ignore it, which is not desirable, or it becomes completely invisible, which is what Khan wanted to achieve. “The fact that it’s shot on the cell phone gives
the audience a clue of what it is,” he explains. Khan had imagined the piece a few years
ago as a work taking place in public spaces all over the city, “completely silent except for
when people spoke.”
A 35mm film transferred to digital format, Jewel has been extremely successful at living
up to its name. In this piece, a deep-sea luminous angelfish suddenly freezes and turns
into a set of lights on a speaker; the bass kicks in and as the camera pans out, two men
dance to the beat of sha’abi music composed by Khan. The men, one in seemingly official bureaucrat attire and the other dressed like the man-on-the-street, dance facing
one another without ever taking their eyes off of each other. At first, the location of this
performance is unclear, but as the camera zooms out, we see the two men move inside
an empty white room. Triggered by an episode that caught Khan’s eye in a cab ride back
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home – where two men danced to a blasting
speaker decorated with light bulbs synchronised
to the beat – he imagined the work throughout
by the time he arrived home. Constituted out of
the power of the collective, the relationship that
Jewel holds with its subjects is, in a way “an amplification and condensation... but other works
don’t necessarily hold the same relationships
with their sources. You can find another work
that deals with the same source in a completely
different way, that is more discreet, or more subtle, or more quiet, or maybe by definition, much
more cold, it’s not a value in itself, it’s just what
the work is. In the case of Jewel, that happens to
align itself with what people go for.”

“[Khan] often makes use of
decoys, “producing something
that looks like something but is
actually something else.”

MULTIMEDIA APPROACHES
In his video works, Khan almost never makes
an appearance, except for the piece Sometime/
Somewhere Else (2001), where he juxtaposes
footage of himself as a 17 year-old blasting an
electric guitar next to recordings of himself at the
age of 15 being interviewed by a Swedish crew,
making a documentary about “young adults
around the world or something like that”. It was
a few days before he enrolled at university, and
yet Khan categorically denies being a child prodigy; he was nevertheless a year or two younger
than many of his classmates. He received both
his BA (1995) and MA (2004) in Comparative Literature from the American University in Cairo. A
bookworm even before entering college, Khan
notes – perhaps ironically – that one of the only
books that he read cover-to-cover during his
university years was John Cage’s Silence. Even
with all his competence in critical theory (as is
clear in his writings), he explains how he “reads
93
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This page, below: An
installation view of The Twist
at Objective Exhibitions,
Antwerp. 2011. Five narrative
texts and one shelf with 10
objects. Variable dimensions.
Facing page, from left to right:
Three installation views of
DOM-TAK-TAK-DOM-TAK.
2005. Music, light and text.
Variable dimensions.
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All images courtesy the artist and
Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris.
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“When I am working on a project, I am in
complete incommunicado.”
selectively, irrationally – skimming through the
text, consuming certain segments and ignoring
others, allowing this to become a way of thinking through the books”.
After graduation, Khan held several jobs: as
a teacher, working at a publishing house, and
also as a translator for a belly dancer, a task that
proved to be a disappointment: “I thought that I
would manage to get in with the belly dancers
and have a great time, but they treated me like a
servant!” He held his first solo exhibition in 1999
at the Gezira Art Centre, a show that featured
five monitors on one side, juxtaposed with a suspended hammer at the other end of the gallery
as a counterpart, curiously not dissimilar to his
recent installation in Kassel.
This September, for his retrospective at SALT
in Istanbul, Khan is presenting some of his larger
aforementioned works together with pieces
such as the bronze sculpture Banque Bannister
(2010), his text piece The Agreement (2011) and
a wall of smaller pieces. Even so, he remarks that
in October he can “make another retrospective

with a different set of works that might seem to
come from a totally different artist.”
Working on several exhibitions (in addition
to SALT, Khan also has a solo exhibition at Haus
der Kunst in Munich and Marseille Capital of
Culture in 2013 and is making new work for all
three), I was curious to hear about Khan’s daily
routine. “When I am working on a project, I am in
complete incommunicado, even while working
on, let’s say, rendering a video file which will take
a couple of hours, I still cannot go out for drinks
after that,” he explains. “And yet, there are times
that I don’t do anything at all. I go to a café for
instance and read all the morning newspapers, I
go for walks, I stare at the ceiling etc, but to me
in a way, that is amongst the most significant
parts of my work. And sometimes in this state,
I imagine a work in its completion, but I do not
pursue it, I simply let it go.”

For more information visit www.hassankhan.com
and www.crousel.com
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Kaelen Wilson-Goldie. “Hassan Khan at dOCUMENTA (13),”
universes-iu-universes.com , August, 2012.
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Sohrab Mohebbi. Interview Hassan Khan.
Shifter18, April 2012, p.81-84.
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HASSAN KHAN AND SOHRAB MOHEBBI
Sohrab Mohebbi: To start with, we can talk about the idea or the attempt to move away
from subjectivity, something that you have mentioned in other discussions and we have also
talked about before, because it actually provides a way to discuss the notion of intention.
It somehow suggests the idea of the author bracketing himself from the work, and I am not
sure if that is your intention, but this notion (the move from one’s own subjectivity) could be
taken as a starting point for an investigation of the process of thought and intentionality.
Hassan Khan: This idea was born out of something very practical, and very concrete – a
sensation. In the early 2000’s I felt that my work was too pre-determined, I was dissatisfied.
I kept feeling that the work should be somewhere else, that it should go beyond the idea of
being a message from the artist, a substitute for my own voice that is then deciphered by the
audience. This relationship seemed poor and reductive. A transmission from point A to point
B of a set and defined body of information- that was just not satisfactory.
SM: So in a way it is a sort of attempt to open up, meaning that this notion of moving away
from your own subjectivity is an impossibility, but this is sort of an attempt to create many
more possibilities, an obsessive attempt to open up your work, beyond expression, by going
in reverse from the starting point instead of forward, going back and opening up space.
HK: But you are not getting rid of your subjectivity, that’s different; you are just not treating
the work as an expression of your subjectivity. Your subjectivity is deeply involved in
producing the work, even if the work is not an expression of it, the relationship between
subjectivity and the product, or whatever you want to call it, is not one of expression.
However subjectivity is one of the tools of production. Actually it’s a very important tool.
Subjectivity is also not really interpretable and therefore working in order to express your
subjectivity is another way of reducing it, and reducing how you produce to modes that are
pre-determined.
SM: So are you somehow omitting traces of the self as you go along, do you at some point
go back with some sort of editorial process?
HK: I don’t think it works in that way, and also it’s difficult to talk about it because it
changes all the time. We need a clear historical point to discuss what was happening
then. But traces of the self are there, it is not a matter of erasing the traces of the self, it’s
a matter of how you deal with these traces, how you understand them, what you could do
with them, and in the end, what is produced. I think here, bringing in a discussion of form
and formalism is useful, because its not a matter of cleaning, or censoring, or taking out
or anything, it’s a matter of what you are working with, what motivates that, what provides
its impetus, and all possible outcomes here are completely fine. What you do with it is the
critical issue. This is an important distinction, because it leads us to an engagement with
what labor is, and how a self is produced through labor.

Sohrab Mohebbi. Interview Hassan Khan.
Shifter18, April 2012, p.81-84.
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SM: Do you think that what is called subjectivity is the will to create? I am asking this as
I am interested to know about how the work begins, if it is not fulfilling a desire in the
economic sense.

bewildered, I myself do not know what that form is doing exactly. However I trust that it is
relevant, and trust that it is doing something, and I trust that it has a profound connection
to human experience. Yet it’s one that is not reducible to a formula, to an intention that
is coded by the artist and then decoded by an audience. It is therefore also one that is
not easily reducible to predetermined viewing categories and is thus hard for example
to sentimentalize, or even to find cathartic. This is also why audiences can sometimes
find it difficult to access. The response, also in a subtle and quiet way, needs to be
discovered by the audience. The labor is shared without the disingenuous pathos of claims
of “communication” or “interactivity.” In this case one hopefully avoids reproducing the
comfortable relationship of mutual satisfaction, the contract in which both sides pander to
each other to fulfill a simple need. I would like to claim that what an artist does is ultimately
something a bit more complex and engaging than that.

HK: Maybe subjectivity is that which needs to, in part, be sublimated to be knowable and
identifiable. It is visible yet it by necessity is also unknown and imperceptible. To be itself,
both conditions have to coexist, and both conditions have to be understood as facets of the
same thing. I hope I am being clear enough. It’s a bit difficult to explain what one means
here, but to give a concrete example of what I am trying to say, sometimes you look at a
work of art and it’s not clear what makes it a work, yet it is exactly this shift, or modulation,
that makes it a work in the first place.
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SM: There is something here that makes me think of a detective story, or let’s say a crime
investigation, where the criminal commits a crime not for personal gain, This makes the most
difficult case to solve usually.
HK: It’s funny that you bring up detective stories- I have over the past year been writing
stories that are, happily so, suspenseful in tenor. Although the subject matter varies, I have
always found myself writing in that tone.
SM. I think an example of that tone is present your exhibition Kompressor,. It is related to the
notion of a dream, which in the contemporary world is seen as something deeply personal
and deeply associated with a person’s subjectivity. But in that work you take the idea of the
dream not as something deeply personal, but rather as something very commonplace.
HK: I dealt with Kompressor in two ways that are sort of contradictory. On one level, the
reason I wanted to work on my dreams was because they were very important to me,
sometimes traumatic, or beautiful, or incredibly moving. They have a deep impact on me
at least in some aspects of my life. So my interest in working with dreams was not abstract,
it was motivated by the mess that is anyone, any person. However, the way I wanted to
work with these dreams was very defined and very cold. The subtitle of Kompressor is “an
exhibition based on translating a set of dreams into different forms by the dreamer” – the
crucial word here is “forms.” The way I approached my dreams was as a step towards
the discovery of forms. Not as a way of expressing my subjectivity, nor as a way of
describing the dreams, both possible approaches to the same content, but rather as a way
of describing forms. The dreams became material, and this material is both internal and
external. On one level it’s the most interior thing I have access to and on another level, it’s
also my absolute other, because I have no control over it. It is an experience of myself in
which there is no ability to control or know what will happen. Every moment is a complete
surprise.
This approach proved very useful because my search for form using this material means
that these forms are not just random, nor are they simply examples of a type. They are
forms that are infused with something that gives them meaning. However this meaning is not
determined. My work as an artist in this case is not to explain these meanings, but rather
to use this content, to engage with this content, and to allow that relationship, that form of
labour to discover something that I am unaware of and might not know. By doing so a new
form is born. What I mean by form is the object, the work, whatever that is. It doesn’t matter
what medium or format it is in. When that form is born I myself am surprised, I myself am

SM. In relation to that, I wanted to ask you about this notion that instead of articulating
something, the work creates conditions for articulation. I think that in what you do, the work
creates the grounds for itself to exist. I want to bring up the notion of context when the work
is usually being analyzed as the product of a context or an expression of subjectivity.
HK: There was a continuously changing artist talk that I gave over a period of five years,
called I am not what I am. It had a very specific format in which I used a time code that ran
from 0 to 60 minutes on the screen while at different moments different works appeared. I
worked with a script, which consisted of lots of texts that were taken from notes, previously
published essays, things I had intentionally written for the talk, as well as the time code
running down the script. However the texts available were always more than what I could
read in the time allocated. I was therefore constantly forced to edit my talk live. I had to
try and fit selections from the text while attempting to be on time, in relation to what was
happening on the screen. It was an intentionally difficult situation to put myself in, one that
was then displayed to the audience in the form of a talk. I am referring to this talk because
of what you were saying about context. I would like to quote something from it. Here I am
here discussing DOM-TAK-TAK-DOM-TAK, and I speak about a conflict: “What interests
me in it is to touch, on one hand the totally material condition, for example categories
such as class or power or race are important here” and so context in the traditional sense
is important, “yet on another level there is a less visible condition that has to do with the
structure, behind all of that, an invisible emotion, speaking that condition, engaging that
moment, necessitates a production that constantly shifts, a betrayal of one’s self, a moment
of seduction, a cerebral exploration or whatever”. That dichotomy is related to what you
were saying although it still needs a discussion about the work itself to be a bit more clear.
It’s not about context, because there is in many cases an engagement with the conditions
under which something is born, with the conditions under which I am working or living,
the conditions of the world I experience. All of that becomes relevant in the work. And that
in a way can be called context. However, the work is not about describing that, and it is
definitely not about explaining it.
I am interested in both sides, in how the work is inhabited by the world and yet can
retain a complete unknown within it. It is maybe partially why I am so much in love with
juxtapositions that are not about comparison - for example in Gasworks in 2006 I showed
Kompressor and The Hidden Location, two totally different approaches of mine, both very
clear and articulated, placed next to each other.

Sohrab Mohebbi. Interview Hassan Khan.
Shifter18, April 2012, p.81-84.
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SM: Hassan, here I would like to ask you a question to somehow connect the two parts of
our discussion, and I think this points to a place that I think your work situates itself in, and
that is the unidentifiable space between subjectivity and representation, expression and
explanation. It’s where marketplace and intimacy coincide to the point that it creates an
almost singular entity of a commerce of the self. Could you elaborate a bit on this, or am I
getting it completely wrong?
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HK: My answer simple and short – is to remind you that the title of the artist talk I
mentioned earlier is “I AM NOT WHAT I AM”!

Alanna Martinez. “Daily pick: Hassan Khan’s Hypnotic Film at the New Museum Triennial,”
artinfo.com, in the air column, February 15, 2012.

Hassan Khan may have the most engaging piece at the New Museum’s Triennial. “Jewel” (2010) is housed in a custom built room that divides the 2nd floor gallery, and is accessible through a narrow back-alley of a hallway. Like a number of
tucked away installations, there is no “See Here” sign, but the escaping bass of the muffled music playing within is an irresistible lure. It has the same envy-inducing effect one might experience standing outside a nightclub or raucous house party: an
overwhelming sense something exciting is going on inside and you may be missing out on all the fun.
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While I have to admit, my introduction to the work was not ideal, (standing crammed in between inebriated guests for the
Triennial’s opening reception), this was the one work I felt drawn to before even seeing. The room built for Khan’s film is dark
with a large screen in the center flanked by two amplifiers, which ultimately mirrors the room featured in the film. There is
enough room to dance if you want, which I hope guests eventually took advantage of given the scene last night. The piece
opens with fast shimmers of blue light, complimented by chiming musical accompaniment. The opener of the angler fish is a
bit perplexing, but in an exotic way it flows in to the primary scene. As the fish dematerializes into a series of abstracted blue
hanging lights, the camera zooms out to capture two men engulfed in a rapid choreographed duet.
The film is a rhythmically hypnotic single frame worth getting lost in. Amidst the chaos of the opening party, I was unexpectedly held in Khan’s room for the entire duration of the film, completely lost in the two men’s dance. While on one hand there
is a serious element to their focused gyrating, there is also humor in the unbalanced composition of the young, slender man
combining some popping and locking with the repeated steps of his counterpart, who is himself lost in the music and swaying
steadily but precariously to the floor and twirling about. All the while, the minimal blue angler fish rotates between them,
and in Khan’s mysterious room they make up a dance party of two. Khan has also composed the music, which is mostly closely
categorized as Shaabi, a popular form of Cairene dance music fusing traditional sounds and electronica.
It’s a lot to take in, and Khan doesn’t let you forget; as the camera steadily fades out, he illuminates his subjects over and again,
continuing to hold the frame just as we think it’s about to end. The music, thankfully, stayed with me the rest of the night.

See a still from Hassan Khan’s featured piece, “Jewel” (2010) from “The Ungovernables” below:

“The Ungovernables: 2012 New Museum Triennial” at the New Museum, 235 Bowery, New York, Wednesday & FridaySaturday 11:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m., Thursday 11:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m.
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Murtaza Vali, “Hassan Khan, Queens Museum of Art”, Artforum.com, August 2011.
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INTERVIEW WITH HASSAN KHAN BY MAYSSA FATTOUH

Hassan Khan, Jewel (2010), video still, 35mm film transferred to Full HD video, accompanied by music
composed by the artist 6 minutes 28 seconds. Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Chantal Crousel.

Artist, writer and musician, Hassan Khan’s complex and accurate method of addressing contentious subjects inevitably leaves the audience dwelling on the impact of his works and challenged
by the crucial questions he raises. Reading his booklet Nine Lessons learned from Sherif Al Azma,
made me want to have an insight into his personal approach to the multi-dimensional concept of
identity and other aspects of his art practice.
Mayssa: The context in which an artwork is shown obviously affects its form and the way it is perceived by the
public, is the gallery space your preferred choice for showing your work and how would you treat your work if it
were outside the art space context?
Hassan Khan: These days I am not so interested in placing the work outside the art space; I find the art space very
useful because it’s a framed space that allows for clarity about what you’re doing and why. What I mean is that
there is no pretension to things beyond the intentions of the artwork. When placed outside, claims are implicitly
made, that it will, for example, positively impact on the environment it is placed in. I am not interested in instrumentalizing my work in this manner.
Mayssa: The work nevertheless is instrumentalized by the market, how do you read the type of consumption that
takes place within the gallery context?
Hassan: I think it is more useful to understand the market in a much more expanded sense than just the selling
and buying of art. The market is for me the net total of understandings and perceptions of art operational at any
one point. These understandings give the work value and meaning in more than merely financial terms. Thus the
attitude towards the work you’re experiencing is informed by what we can call the “market” but that is operational
everywhere, inside and outside the art space. That’s why I believe it’s important to stop laying the blame on the
cycle of commerce but rather find a way of analyzing how works appear and why. This is an art historical project
of the utmost importance. It’s not the artist’s job to do that. We can only resist our instrumentalization and try to as
much as possible use every opportunity presented to us, as long as we can do so on our own terms.
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Mayssa: Would you prefer that your works be understood independently from political readings and do you think
it would be possible to do that?
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Hassan: Well I do not resist politics or the possibility of political action as such. I believe as individuals, citizens,
as practicing professionals or inspired “idiots” (as some would see us) from whatever position we inhabit, we can
always act from our positions in a political fashion, no matter how restricted. I just like to keep it away from being
used as a category to understand, judge or analyze art works. My demand is extreme and would seem, to many,
incredibly conservative. My experience, however, shows that actually the most radical position, the one that allows
for the greatest openness (not the multitude of choice but rather the very quality and nature of the relationship to
choice) in the relation between the work and the audience, has been the insistence on the work. The work. The
work.

Hassan Khan, The Dead Dog Speaks (2010). Animation with dubbed dialogue recorded in 28 voices, 4
minutes 2 seconds. Courtesy of the artist.

Mayssa: I would like to refer to a statement – in an earlier conversation we had – whereby you said that art
doesn’t need to play a role and that you refuse to reduce art to the function of promoting an identity, representing a
place or an idea, wouldn’t you agree however that art attempts to play a role of changing mainstream systems and
perceptions in a socio-political context?
Hassan: Art is practice, and that anyways always has an impact. It is an industry, it has a political economy as
well as direct cultural impact, it’s discussed, it’s present in the media, and it is a space within public discourse. It
has a role and it exists within a socio-political, economical context, it circulates. It plays a role regardless of the
desires of purist. I am, however, not saying it has a responsibility; I am just trying to describe the contours of its
presence through its various appearances and functions. Besides, it’s a form of investment for money launderers; it
helps transform radical ideas into consumable things that are assimilated into mainstream culture, which is in my
opinion a highly problematic aspect to the art industry.
Art performs a normalizing role, it normalizes what might not be otherwise so acceptable to the mainstream, it is
also deeply involved in how class plays itself out in society. My answer is, I will not demand that art play a more
palatable role, for I refuse to normalize the normalizer. You will always have art works that don’t fit the system but
in the end, even outsiders are inextricably linked to it.
I however insist, I cannot make the claim that art should play any other role than it does, whether positive or negative. That claim is in itself very destructive for the practice of art, what it does is to superficialize and instrumentalize the whole field.
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Mayssa: Knowing that art is stuck between an industry and a non-commodifiable space, do you feel that it is necessary to explain all elements that form an artwork?
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Hassan: What I find interesting in art is the fact that there is always a “surplus of the unexplainable” that is absolutely necessary for it to function in the first place, in a sense the market itself needs to become something that is
not 100% commodifiable. To resist total commodification, it is necessary to never make the claim of resistance and
instead just allow a condition to occur in spite of itself.

			

Hassan Khan, Evidence of Evidence II (2010). 350 cm x 298 cm, vinyl print
directly attached to the wall, found oil painting ( 34.5 x 25 cm) scanned at high
resolution and printed at roughly ten times its original size. Courtesy of the artist
and Galerie Chantal Crousel.

Mayssa: From theory to practice, a couple of examples of your work come to my mind, mainly after having read
your booklet Nine Lessons Learned from Sherif El Azma – which was the main trigger to this interview – I got
particularly interested in how you discuss the self through the antagonist who’s also in reality one of your best
friends and fellow artist/film maker, could you explain more what lies behind the idea of the antagonist here.
Hassan: You will notice that Sherif is always referred to throughout the text as “Sherif El-Azma”. In a sense I’m
intentionally and consciously treating him as an object, an entity or a force that is not merely a person or a character. This force is defined as “the antagonist”. The antagonist is many things here; on one level he is the opposite of
the protagonist, which in this case is “the self”, even if he is its biggest ally. In trying to speak about a friendship I
was interested in understanding how difference is an integral part of producing a relationship as well as an understanding of ones own self. On the other hand, these comments relate to the wider social sphere, where Sherif ElAzma acts as a lens that allows us to see the bloody mess underneath everything, the mess that makes everything
possible.
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In the end the text plays with my persona as the writer. It’s an attempt at reconstructing the process of thinking
while producing a portrait of someone I know. It is also a self-portrait. The idea of discussing the antagonist, in
this case Sherif, is useful because it puts him in an active role in a relation to things outside of him. So the antagonist isn’t someone alone floating in the universe but rather a point that is always in relation to someone or something else, in this case that could be sometimes hostile or tense but it helps describe a relationship.
Mayssa: You’ve mentioned your project 17 and in AUC in your book, would you consider the latter (Nine Lessons Learned from Sherif El Azma) a continuation of this project because of the approach of the self through the
antagonist.
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Hassan: I think 17 and in AUC is a totally different type of project than Nine Lessons Learned from Sherif El
Azma. 17 and in AUC was a performative act that was both physical and durational, it took 14 days to utter.
The text was produced under certain conditions that were not related to the act of writing, they were related to a
situation, an actual physical architecture and a relationship with an audience. Through that a text was produced
and then transcribed. The text in this case has the act of remembering as its raw material. However, Nine Lessons
Learned from Sherif El Azma is a much more writerly text, an essay. The impulse behind it is very measured, it’s
written in a semi-analytical contemplative fashion. In 17 and in AUC there is analysis but everything is pushed
through a stream of consciousness, so the text itself possesses an identity outside the act of writing, while Nine
Lessons Learned from Sherif El Azma is deeply connected to the act of writing itself. So they come from totally
different positions, I think they’re totally different types of texts.

Hassan Khan, 17 and in AUC (2003). Performance shot, performative action over the span of 14 days the artist sits for four
hours every night in a soundproofed one-way mirrored architectural construction with speakers embedded in glass drinking
beer, smoking cigarettes and speaking about his undergraduate years at the American University in Cairo, lights, microphone
amplifiers, artist presence, beer and cigarettes.Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Chantal Crousel.

Mayssa: Can you describe the antagonist position in 17 and in AUC in comparison to Nine Lessons Learned from
Sherif El Azma ?
Hassan: I think the link is, ironically, the figure of the rebel, how that figure is, far from being innocent or admirable, deeply connected to certain social formations, a national and class history. In Nine Lessons Learned from
Sherif El Azma I am constructing a relationship, by constructing an antagonist that I look at and describe and then
deal with. The text builds a conduit through which to arrive to a sense of the self. In 17 and in AUC I am trapped,
in an architectural construction, in a very real form, in a physical fashion; I am framed- I have myself become the
antagonist. I don’t know how much you know about 17 and in AUC or if you’ve seen the text?
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Mayssa: I haven’t read the actual text, only read about the performance.
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Hassan: Ok, in 17 and in AUC I can’t see or hear the people outside the room. The audience is however able to
see and hear me because the audio is broadcast through the speakers and the glass walls are one-way mirrored.
Through this kind of construction the audience experiences a form of communication that is not part of their
daily life. For example they’re able to look at me straight in the eyes without me registering their presence, this is
impossible in daily life. When you look into someone’s eyes he or she also sees you; something crucial happens
in that moment. This is not the case in 17 and in AUC. Here I’m changing a very simple element in the rules of
communication and by doing this I’m able to allow a portrait of the self that is grounded in difference as well as
recognition to become possible; a sort of parallel universe where the self becomes totally alien, because people are
able to look at it but unable to witness the reciprocal recognition. I thus become totally external to them, which
means that I become something that they can observe with great detachment. This is, in this case, I believe greatly
productive. So I become the antagonist, even in a technical sense I become the antagonist. I become the figure of
the antagonist behind the glass. That’s useful for me as a subject-position in exploring my own memories, and it’s
useful for the audience watching this because it’s a way of returning that look (I refuse to use the word gaze here)
back at their own self without falling into the replication of a self-image based upon the generic hero. If this were
‘standard’ theatre for example, the act would have been heroic. The self would be on stage performing its heroism,
presenting it to the audience to consume and make it theirs, and everybody can have their moment of a secretly
unsatisfying and tired catharsis. We would have been in the hall of mirrors, of “self-image”. However the architectural form, as well as this strategy of framing the antagonist, makes that type of relationship not possible anymore.
We are thus in the space of production, the production of positions.
Mayssa: In many ways this performance is a form of mimesis, the hero is the group that reflects back its selfimage and by saying catharsis there appears to be a violent desire on your behalf to create awareness for the need
of social change.
Hassan: Mimesis is present as a layer in the work of course. But I think it’s rougher and rawer than a perfect
mirror. What we have instead is projections, fantasies and disagreement. I remember on the fourteenth day when
the piece was finally finished, coming out of this room and discovering a massive crowd. A sort of grotesque party
(that hadn’t been there before in previous days) a celebration that was totally misguided. But it thrilled me in a perverse way. Even as it demonstrated how easy it is to recuperate everything. Beware utopia.
Mayssa: I would like to go back to the question of art production with a function of promoting an identity; I understand that you refuse to discuss art in a reductive form but can you say more about this specific subject?
Hassan: The function of promoting an identity is a very interesting question. After the Youth Salon in Cairo I
traveled to Alexandria and spent a week with Bassam El Baroni looking at all the material we had gone through
in the jury again. We looked at more than a thousand works of art over the period of one week for one more time;
these works were submitted from all around Egypt by artists under the age of 30. We were trying to understand
what the problems were, why there were so many works that we found to be uninteresting. One useful tool we
came up with was to analyze the artwork by what it tells us about the artist’s self identity, the artist portrait it proposes.
What we noticed in a lot of works, especially those we were critical of, is that the work encodes the artist’s self
image and then demands that the audience decodes that image and communes with it through an easy form of pathos. We saw the artist as tormented and romantic, as the political activist, as a responsible and conscious member
of society, a sensitive observer of the world, a concerned nationalist who is there to help present a vibrant and
positive image of the nation, as trend setter and avant-garde hero, and the list goes on: a series of models of what
the artist is. These models have a history, of course. A history that is locally sensitive even if a lot of the tropes
are globally shared. These models become easy to pick, regardless of their histories. Artists pick a model that best
suits their sensibility and they work through it only to be left with a work whose sole function is to notate this idea.
It basically means that it’s completely narcissistic; we end up with an image of the artist as a hero. We experience
the artist’s drama and recognize it, and with that moment of recognition comes an easy form of satisfaction. I think
I will interview Bassam El-Baroni to continue this trail.
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Hassan Khan, installation shot from I am a hero/You are a hero (1999). Five channel video installation, suspended hammer.
Courtesy of the artist.

Mayssa: I look forward to it. On the subject of audiences, from your description of 17 and in AUC it feels like it
occupies a big space in your work, how did your method come to this integration of the public in your process?
Hassan: My working method has developed quite organically over the years. In the early 90s, as an undergraduate
university student, I became involved in many things some of which can possibly be seen in retrospect as a form
of art practice. There wasn’t much consciousness about putting it within the art context, it was experienced as a
form of excitement and energy, and being young of course.
My interests intersected with some other highly inspiring people including Sherif El-Azma, Ahmed El Attar and
Amr Hosny. There was also an attempt at finding a public driven by a curiosity, and confidence, about what kind
of interaction would happen with the audience. This search led to the first instance (of many) of public conflict in
1995.
My very first public presentation of a work, was a collaborative piece called Lungfan produced with Amr Hosny
and shown at the Cairo Atelier. We were immediately attacked by almost everyone present, accused of attempting
to brainwash the audience, being agents of Israel, destructive elements of society, lost youth, the list goes on. That
was my first encounter with a wider public. Over the next 5 years, I pursued with the same kind of energy but in a
more formally conscious manner through the use of video. What I appreciate deeply to this very day is the lack of
self-consciousness; there was something immediate and direct about the work, which I consider a quality.
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Amr Hosny / Hassan Khan, Lungfan (1995). Single channel sequence of images accompanied by sound 13 minutes 30 seconds. Courtesy of Hassan Khan and Amr Hosny.

Mayssa: How did this quality translate for the audience?
Hassan: In that instance you imagine that there’s an audience, but you’re not trying to please that
audience, you’re trying to hit it with different things. By the early 2000s I had began working in journalism and was more consciously interested in building an engaged, sometimes surprising interaction with
the audience. At that point of time, my work became more directly engaged with the social sphere, there
was an attempt to build a conversation in those terms.

Hassan Khan, video still from To the man masturbating in the toilet of the Charles De Gaulle airport (2002). Two channel
video installation, suspended screen, vinyl text based on the handwriting of the artist directly attached to the wall. Courtesy of
the artist and Galerie Chantal Crousel.
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Mayssa: A final question with regards to your practice, can you describe how it developed/changed after that?
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Hassan: Around 2002-03 I began to feel frustrated, I felt like I was slowly sliding in to the trap of a successful
formulaic practice, a signature that one finds and repeats ad nauseam. I believe this is the death of the artist. The
moment your formula is identified, and the relationship with the public is set and more or less guaranteed, your
role becomes that of a custodian following and servicing that construction. I felt a great desire to break out of the
formulas I had created for myself and to try to regain some of the earlier energy. But of course you can never go
back. At that point I started to give myself more space and allow the work’s very own enigma to appear. What does
that mean exactly? To not limit the work to merely that of an analysis of what we observe. The work here is not
about understanding how things operate, but rather the production of a language. A language whose referents are
always elusive, because it is a language that one can only strive to grasp yet never completely master. I know that I
don’t want the work to end up becoming a message from the artist to the world. At the same time I am not interested in practicing a series of formal art exercises. You have to build a relationship with yourself where you discover
what is, for a lack of a better word, “charged” and begin the process of struggling with that- following it, giving it
meanings and abandoning them. You have to not in the end wrap it up in cellophane paper and present it, because
that’s not the point. So through this relationship I realized while working that I imagine a public, I’m always imagining a public, an invisible public, in my head.
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